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Andreea Bogdan
20:34 19 Mar 24
                                Hello!I am very happy with all the team at Staplehurst Dental Practice. Everyone has been very kind and friendly, explaining everything that I needed to know before my treatment.I cannot thank enough to Dr. Jan Einfeldt and his amazing team from all their hard work to make my dream come true ❤️I was always trying to hide my smile because of my canine that was growing in my upper gums and I was never feeling ready to start my journey for a beautiful smile because I thought my case will be a very difficult and painful one. After one year of Invisalign my teeth are aligned and I feel confident to smile without any pain or discomfort.  Everything has been monitored and I was always getting a feedback on Invisalign app with all the instructions I needed to follow through my treatment.I do recommend Staplehurst Dental Practice to everyone who wants a perfect smile 🦷✨
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Sophie Beckingham
19:55 07 Mar 24
                                I am 16 years old and I have just finished my invisalign with Staplehurst Dental Practice and couldn’t be happier! The service and people are amazing. They said it could take up to a year and only took 7 months from start to finish, my friends have had traditional braces and have taken 2 year or more and the results were no where near as good as mine! Boosted my confidence so much, a huge thank you to everyone at Staplehurst Dental Practice. X
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Samantha
13:18 07 Mar 24
                                I can't recommend Staplehurst dental enough. I was scared to go the dentist after bad experiences, but all of the staff are incredibly friendly and made me feel so comfortable. My experience getting Invisalign here has been flawless- the full process was made clear to me before I began my journey and everything went exactly as outlined. I am absolutely thrilled with the results and can't stop smiling. Thank you so much to Jan & the rest of the team.
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Nyambura Mburu
18:51 15 Nov 23
                                I was lucky enough to be treated by Victoria. Without a doubt the best dental therapist I have ever known. Professional, polite and highly knowledgeable. Her team are equally lovely. 5 stars around.
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Tony Eccles
13:47 11 Oct 23
                                Exceptional from start to finish. Extremely professional and friendly service from everyone.My wife and I recently moved to the area and we are very pleased to have found such a great Dental Practise.We have both left with a complete understanding of our dental needs and the best course of action required.Dr Jan was excellent and ensured we fulling understood the various treatment options available before proceeding.Victoria the Hygienist would have struggled to make our teeth feel any cleaner!We will be very happily recommending them to everyone.
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Dan Clark
15:28 21 Sep 23
                                I’ve just finished my Invisalign treatment with Dr Einfeldt at Staplehurst Dental Practice and I am so happy with the results! ( pictures below, Whitening still to go tho)From start to finish the whole team at Staplehurst Dental Practice have been fantastic. They have been honest, very friendly and really did made me feel comfortable while I was there. I had finished the initial course but after a consultation they wanted to do a few more tweaks to get my teeth absolutely perfect!  It added another 7 more weeks but what a difference! All in all it took only  8 months to get the perfect smile.I had a few Invisalign consultations else where before I started my treatment but Staplehurst dental was by far the best! After seeing Dr Einfeldt, I knew I was in safe hands as I could tell he is a perfectionist. I’m just so glad I went with them!Thank you to you all.
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mark Godden
15:43 05 Sep 23
                                Was very anxious about starting my treatment.  I knew it was not going to be easy, but with such caring and kind gentle treatment has put me on the right road to get my life back on track and I am really looking forward to getting my smile back
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Juliet Turner
19:21 27 Aug 23
                                This is the first visit to the dentist for over 25 years! Naughty I know, but after a trip to A and E with bad swelling and abcess I had no choice.  I neednt have worried, from start to finish the team reassured me and looked after me so well - after 6 teeth removed and feeling sore but better I am on my way to recovery.  Jan kept me informed throughout my treatment and looked after me throughout.  The dental nurse team Grace, Rachel and co were wonderful too, with a sense of humour which is relaxing and made me feel I was in good hands.  I will now go back regularly and look after my teeth because I know I am in good hands.  Thank you all so much you are all superstars xx
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Nigel Gordon-Johnson
19:57 28 Jun 23
                                I have been waiting all my adult life to straighten my teeth as have been a little nervous around dental treatments. I chose Staplehurst Dental Practice and Dr Einfeldt and could not be happier with the results. Fantastic service and care that put me at ease with amazing results! Really knowledgeable and excellent treatment. Very happy customer and thank you all for an incredible transformation!
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Gloria Gumbo
08:36 13 Jun 23
                                I just registered as a new member after seeing the google reviews and I’m happy I did! The doctor is very patient and explains all the details, I can safely say I know my teeth better now! Would highly recommend
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Alistair Currie
23:14 07 Jun 23
                                Not as good as other dentists I've had previously.The dental surgery in Cornhill London was superiorIntegrated dental care, Edinburgh also superior.Asked to fill out forms, which weren't passed on to dentist, albeit filled out just before. However same was true with my initial appointment I felt as if I was repeating myself.Upfront payment system concerns me, not intuitive to customer if appointments are cancelled and moved around, payments reallocate first to last. However can't get statement of account easily.No online booking.Again I've been to several private dentists, but I'm comparing relative to those. A benchmark if you will.This practice doesn't cater well for busy London investment house workers who have dozens of meetings a week.
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Lori Reynolds
13:57 11 May 23
                                I am thrilled to have found a local dentist/hygienist that I feel comfortable and at ease with. This is unusual for me. They have a super friendly & attentive team, wonderful modern clinic and give great oran health advice. All in all; fantastic.Staplehurst Dental Practice come highly recommended 🌟
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Amelia Gray
14:31 26 Apr 23
                                Had the best experience here at staplehurst dental practice.  The technology they use is incredible, it allows you to sit with the doctor after and go through a scan of your teeth.  It made me feel very involved in the whole process and put my mind at ease regarding any potential issues.  Lovely friendly doctors and nurses, and staff.  Couldn’t recommend more.  I used to hate the dentist but I no longer do.  Thank you.
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Sonia Crosbie
14:18 04 Apr 23
                                Excellent service and customer care.18months later and now have an amazing smile! The service was amazing and felt supported every step of the way.When I needed further treatment, again just supportive and they worked on giving me the best possible smile and treatment.A big shout out to the team and highly recommend
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Liz Sutton
14:22 26 Feb 23
                                I was experiencing a lot of anxiety about my teeth, Grace and Dr Jan did absolutely everything to make me feel comfortable, safe and listened to all my concerns. Some great technology and a detailed assessment of my teeth.  I had a follow up appointment with the hygienist Victoria, and Hannah both also made me feel relaxed and in control of my treatment. Many thanks to Staplehurst Dental!
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Rob Baker
15:19 23 Feb 23
                                I’ve recently had my first check up and subsequent hygienist appointment. All the staff were extremely friendly and professional and explained everything clearly. They really made me feel at ease and even scanned my teeth so that I could see them on a big screen as they explained what treatment I needed. I would 100% recommend them. Having had such a great experience I won’t leave it so long between appointments in future.
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Chris Butcher
19:03 22 Feb 23
                                Visited Dr Einfeldt for his opinion on my teeth. I had a thorough examination and some brilliant 3D modelling of them.The technology at work in this practice is another level!He has spent a lot of time listening to my history and explaining the options.Having had teeth knocked out playing sports and other work being done, he wasn’t phased by any of this.I can’t wait to push on with the treatment and get the smile that I have always wanted.It’s a classy establishment with a genuine air of care, plenty of knowledge, and experience.My plan - 1st stop, Invisalign. 2nd stop, crowns. 3rd stop, some whitening, then it’s time to smile 😬Great team, great experience and great price.Was considering Turkey for some work but after popping in to see these lovely people, there is no doubt in my mind that this is the proper way of getting your teeth done ✅
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Aylish Scott
12:55 24 Dec 22
                                I came for a consultation and to discuss my options for straighter teeth, all the staff were so friendly and welcoming. I was seen by Kelly and she was amazing and made me feel so at ease! Will definitely be recommending this place to friends and family!
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Shannon Beale
14:18 10 Nov 22
                                I have just started my Invisalign journey today and the team at Staplehurst  Dental Practice have been amazing. After doing research on Invisalign I was concerned about a few factors such as the attachments being uncomfortable and sharp, I can confirm they are not. Secondly the polishing of the teeth to create room for movement I heard was uncomfortable and unpleasant, I can confirm that it was absolutely fine!As they are a training practice and Dr Einfeldt trains for Invisalign outside of the practice, the standards are extremely high as is their knowledge.I feel I am in very safe hands and would highly recommend going to this practice as it is rare to get such astounding service!
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Nicola MacDonald
14:13 10 Oct 22
                                Lovely friendly team welcome and very thorough consultation and examination. Very efficient booking and messaging service. Update to follow once I start treatment.I am currently halfway through treatment with aligners and results are very encouraging. The staff are friendly and approachable and I have recently had a very informative and thorough appointment with Victoria. Thoroughly recommend.
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Milly Clark
16:07 11 Sep 22
                                I have just finished my teeth journey with Staplehurst dental practice and I’m over the moon with the results. I received invisilign and composite bonding on two teeth and I genuinely couldn’t be happier. The whole team are attentive, understanding and have impeccable attention to detail - special thanks to Grace who is always lovely and goes the extra mile! Thanks so much for everything!
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Steve Cornish
10:31 14 Aug 22
                                My normal dentist does not provide a NHS hygienist service. When I tried to book a hygienist review of my teeth, there was a 3 month waiting list and I therefore went to the Staplehurst Dental Practice, who could see me within two days.I was very happy with the service I received and the professionalism of the company.
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Judy Williams
07:35 22 Jul 22
                                Excellent dentist,   hygienist and receptionists.  Contacting for queries or appointments difficult.  Entrance to surgery uninviting but once inside all A1
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natasha mynhardt
08:35 22 Jun 22
                                I’m a quarter through my process but so far it’s been so easy, and simple that I can’t believe I waited this long. The team is great and always really helpful.
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Nicholle Smith
16:18 18 Jun 22
                                Really fantastic team and experience. Im so happy with my Invisalign outcome! I also didn’t realise how much my bottom teeth bothered me until I had them done too. I usually hate the dentist but the whole team put me at ease and I never had any concerns. Would highly recommend.
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Wendy Thomas
11:51 19 Apr 22
                                I spent my adult life believing I was so dental phobic that I would never be able to have any treatment without heavy-duty sedation…..thanks to the patience, compassion and understanding of the fabulous team here, I’ve now been able to attend regular dentist and hygienist appointments (Covid permitting!) and have had a range of treatments including implants which I would never have thought possible!  Thank You to Jan, Victoria and the team!
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Nicola MacDonald
08:46 15 Apr 22
                                Lovely friendly team welcome and very thorough consultation and examination. Very efficient booking and messaging service. Update to follow once I have started treatment.
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Julia Baily
11:07 06 Apr 22
                                The services is everything you would expect and more, the staff are friendly and really helpful, nothing too much trouble, I would highly recommend 🙂
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kayleigh Thomas
17:13 08 Mar 22
                                Having my teeth done has been money so well spent! Before I started my journey I didn’t really know what to expect. But every step of the way the whole team have been amazing! My teeth look incredible and I can’t stop smiling. The aligners are comfortable to wear and almost undetectable. So unlike metal braces I had as a teen. They were painful and unsightly! Now the process is over, the fixed wire is so comfortable and doesn’t cause me any issues. To anyone unsure I’d definitely recommend going for a consultation!!
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Claire Blandy
19:36 06 Mar 22
                                Such an amazing dentist! They’ve got lots of high tech features to help you stay on track with treatments. I had Invisalign here and had such a great experience. All very professional and clear. Would very highly recommend!
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Jane Buckland
17:30 18 Jan 22
                                Very professional and caring service from all the staff  , the dentist and the hygienist in the practice. I had the Invisalign teeth aligners and am very pleased with the results. All very pain free and easy to use. Highly recommended .
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mierka meras
18:57 15 Jan 22
                                Best stuff and quality! Very happy results in the end. Perfect.
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Edward Crouch
09:29 14 Jan 22
                                Very happy with the service from Staplehurst Dental Practice!The Invisalign process has been very smooth and successful. I wouldn't hesitate to recommend this practice.
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Kevin Lee
09:10 12 Jan 22
                                Very strange thing to say….”I like going to the dentist”..but it’s true. The team are great, the welcome awesome and the dental care is 1st class.
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Hannah Martin
18:03 10 Jan 22
                                I went for my first consultation today regarding Invisalign and spoke with Kelly. She was extremely friendly and helpful. She explained everything to me and made me feel comfortable. I've recently had bad experiences with dentists but she made me feel relaxed and didn't judge me. I'm looking forward to hopefully starting my Invisalign treatment with Staplehurst Dentist Practice. Thank you very much Kelly for your help today!The ladies at reception were also very welcoming and friendly 😊
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Chris Muggridge
16:55 17 Dec 21
                                I’ve travelled all the way from Norfolk to have my treatment done, after spending years not being able to smile in public!I was told by different Dentist I could not have anything other than a dentureThanks to Dr Einfeldt and his team Kelly, Rachael, grace, hannah and lottie I’m  now smiling again!They have given me my life backThanks so much
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Allan Robinson
15:30 06 Dec 21
                                Forget The HolidayThey say a picture speaks a thousand words, so how about two then.The first is me on week one of my Invisalign journey, the second on my last week.As you can see, teeth to be proud of (as opposed to something to scare the children with).I have to say that I am not a teenager wanting a Hollywood smile to woo the internet but someone who will be 72 years young next birthday. What I did want was 1. Not to be ashamed of smiling. 2. To be able to eat things by biting as opposed to tearing at food and 3. Not keep catching my tongue on the misaligned teeth. I now have all that.And for this I have to thank Jan and his team at Staplehurst dental practice. To say I was looked after, courteously, friendly and professionally would be true but an understatement. From my first visit where I met Kelly (an experience in itself {in a good way}) to my last I felt special, because Rachael, Grace, Kelly, Victoria and Jan made it so. The whole experience from start to finish couldn’t be faulted in anyway and considering this started just as the first lockdown period hit it was a testament to the team how well the treatment went with fast learning curves by all on how to work with remote patients and online apps. (and a special thank you goes to Grace who selflessly delivered chewies and cleaning tabs. to me because I’d run out and was isolating).Yes, you can spend your money on a two-week summer holiday if you want but you could also say, like me, it’s never too late to get rid of the old person look and treat yourself to a new smile instead, and the place to do that is under the auspices of Jan and his team at Staplehurst Dental.Thank youAllan Robinson
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Kent Mummy Explorer
20:59 28 Nov 21
                                Had an appointment with Kelly. Professional, knowledgeable and personable - made me feel at ease! In fact, all staff I met were very friendly and helpful! - Thank you 😊Cannot wait to return for my invisalign treatment!
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Julia Baily
17:03 22 Nov 21
                                The services is everything you would expect and more, the staff are friendly and really helpful, nothing too much trouble, I would highly recommend 🙂
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Eleanor Gregory
13:30 17 Nov 21
                                Had a brilliant experience with Invisalign and Enlighten treatment. Also the best hygienist I've ever seen, advice prevented me getting any more wisdom tooth issues after almost monthly flare ups when I was about to ask for it to be extracted.
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M Mayhew
14:42 21 Oct 21
                                I recently completed Invisalign treatment with Staplehurst dental practice. Their care and attention to detail was fantastic. Every member of the team I met were polite and professional and made every effort to go the extra mile during my Invisalign journey. I was made to feel welcome and given all the necessary information along the way.I'm delighted with the results of the Invisalign treatment and would highly recommend them for this! Thank you once again!
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Kirstie Currie
13:07 02 Sep 21
                                Dr Einfeldt is everything a dentist should be - calm, patient and very friendly. For someone such as myself who suffers from anxiety around anything to do with dentists/hospitals etc, I was put at complete and total ease from my very first appointment. I would most definitely recommend this place over and over again.
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James
16:14 01 Sep 21
                                I always used to be a bit nervous about going to the dentist. That was until I started visiting Staplehurst Dental Practice. Dr Einfeldt and his team are wonderful – extremely nice people that do a painless job. I recently had to have a broken tooth crowned. The result is excellent and even the temporary one they made to last for the 2 weeks for the final version to be made up seemed to me to be like a finished product – it looked and felt like a real tooth and gave me no trouble at all.
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natasha mynhardt
09:00 05 Aug 21
                                I’m a quarter through my process but so far it’s been so easy, and simple that I can’t believe I waited this long. The team is great and always really helpful.
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Linden Ross
16:50 01 Aug 21
                                We have been attending this practice for years and have nothing but high praise for the service we receive from the team. Jan is a highly-skilled dentist, and Victoria a fantastic hygienist. No one likes going to the dentist, :),  but if you have to I have no hesitation in recommending this superb practice.
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Avril Gilliam-Hill
08:06 20 Jul 21
                                I went first for teeth straightening and stayed with the practice for years. An excellent service, feel like part of the family. I visit every 3 months for hygienist Victoria and my 6 monthly check up. Both Victoria and Dr Einfeldt are outstanding and dedicated clinicians. I thoroughly recommend Staplehurst Dental Practice
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B H
06:56 16 Jul 21
                                My whole experience with Staplehurst Dental Practice was one of confidence from start to finish of my Invisalign treatment. Dr Einfeldt and Grace were very professional and very friendly and I was put at ease the entire time. I am very pleased with my results and have lovely straight teeth. Before my treatment I couldn't look in a mirror or enjoy having photos taken but that has now changed! I would definitely recommend having this treatment.Thank you Staplehurst Dental team.
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Yasmin Graham
17:24 15 Jul 21
                                The service from start to finish has be excellent. I am currently having the Invisign treatment and I would recommend this service to everyone! So friendly, welcoming and informative. Wonderful!
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Liz Cobb
19:45 14 Jul 21
                                Many thanks to Dr Jan Einfeldt and his team at Staplehurst Dental.l am an extremely nervous patient but Jan is calm, gentle and takes his time to explain each part of my treatment.  l am  currently halfway through my Invisalign treatment and can already see the difference. The customer care is amazing and they are always friendly and welcoming which calms my nerves.Thank you all so much.
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paul jennings
18:09 11 Jul 21
                                Very friendly and effcient practice.I had a bridge fitted for a missing front tooth and I am very pleased with the result.I can highly recommend Jan and his team.
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Ralph Filby
15:06 10 Jul 21
                                Having undergone a course of treatment which included a new bridge i can highly recommend Staplehurst Dental Practice and especially Jan Einfeldt. The quality of work and the service received has been excellent.
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John Ross
22:03 01 Jul 21
                                I cannot recommend this practice highly enough. My wife and I have been patients for quite a few years now and we have always received first-class attentive, friendly service from Jan and the team. You are made to feel incredibly welcome, and nothing is too much trouble. Also, Victoria is a fantastic hygienist. In summary, do not hesitate to make this your regular practice.
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ThatSoundGuyCal
15:57 03 Jun 21
                                I first came to the practice a short while ago to start my invisalign journey and saw Grace who is not only warm and friendly but her customer service skills are fabulous. She talked me through everything and really put me at ease. In an unrelated issue I had an abcess occur from a heavily filled back tooth and whilst my own dentist wasn't able to remove it until the end of August Grace and Dr Jan managed to fit me in so it didn't slow my invisalign down too much. I had this done today and Violeta noticed I was nervous and comforted me even though I had thought I hid it well! The procedure was quicker and less stressful than I expected without that awful noise of the tooth cracking! I'm now back on track for my braces and changing my smile! I'm so excited to see my results. Thank you team you are all awesome.Kim Tanner
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Matthew Bee
10:43 04 Apr 21
                                I had a lot of dental work done in 2020 over a period of 6 months. I was very nervous as it had been a long time since I had been to the dentist. I had my front top 8 teeth fixed with removals, bridges and crowns. I really had no need to worry as it was a very nice, relaxing experience due to the team and my dentist Jan who made me feel very at ease and informed about my procedure at all times. I can now smile with confidence and chomp down on a nice crisp apple. Many thanks once again.Nicila Bee.
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Rachel C
23:34 13 Feb 21
                                Excellent dental practice. I couldn't fault a thing about it! After years of fears of the dentist is has been been a breath of fresh air to find a practice with such a wonderful and friendly team. They have been incredibly helpful in explaining each part of my treatment and making me feel safe. I would highly recommend!
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Bekky Allen
09:21 11 Feb 21
                                Lovely dentist, wonderful staff members. So friendly and caring. I am having Invisalign treatment with them and the experience so far has been faultless!
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Brenda Clark
11:53 10 Feb 21
                                I highly recommend Staplehurst Dentist, they are friendly, helpful, knowledgeable and go out of their way to help in any way.Dr Jan is an expert in his field.
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Dr.Fatima Ahmed
17:26 25 Jan 21
                                My daughter and I both got our treatments in this practice. Nice friendly and professional team. Dr Einfeldt is very thorough and skilled. Pleased with the treatment and am more than happy to recommend them.
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Chris Padgham
18:53 12 Jan 21
                                The premises is spotlessly clean and well laid out. The staff are friendly and the expertise offered is at a very high level. You are also made to feel special, very welcome and at ease.Staplehurst dental practice is run by an expert in the field and I’m very pleased to have stumbled upon this practice. Am very pleased with the treatment so far and look forward to my checkups.I can’t wait to finish the course, it’s going great!!
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Ntiarna Knight
22:54 20 Nov 20
                                With the use of high tech gadgets and a wonderful team, I was in an out of my first appointment with no pain and no mess. The experience was more like a spa retreat, rather than a horrifying trip to the dentist 🦷My sister had treatment at staplehurst dental practice and I followed suit after seeing how amazing her teeth turned out and how easy the process was. For me Dr Einfeldt had a chat with me and listened to my concerns. He explained what he thought was the right process for my composite veneers and damaged gums. I am due back in a few weeks time and looking forward to it. ⭐️ ⭐️ ⭐️ ⭐️
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Samuel Roberts
09:11 20 Nov 20
                                Absolutely the best dentist I have been to so far! Couldn't recommend Staplehurst Dental Practice enough! The entire team are so welcoming, supportive, informative and really aware when you're a nervous patient as well! Having just undergone a filling and hygienist appointment at the same time, it was a pain-free experience and I was really taken care of throughout the procedure! If you're looking for a dentist, then don't even question it, go here!
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Angela “AA” Thomsett
17:08 14 Nov 20
                                The service is brilliant, they explain your treatment, well, and actually listen to any concerns you may have. They are very reassuring, while they are they are treating you
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Amy Molony
15:47 13 Nov 20
                                Would thoroughly recommend dental treatment at Staplehurst, I have had a range of treatment there from a very thorough hygienist visit (and some oral health education) with Victoria, a check up and fixed and removable retainers with Jan as well as endo work with their visiting endodontist. Jan is the ultimate gentleman and explains the treatment at every step of the way which is most reassuring for a slightly nervous patient such as myself. I travel about an hour and 15 minutes each way which I think speaks volumes!
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Georgia Mitchell
13:49 11 Nov 20
                                I'd thoroughly recommend Staplehurst Dental Practice! I first found them online a few years ago, and they're so good I'm still going back for hygienist appointments and exploring more ways to make my teeth even more perfect! It helps that everyone is so lovely, welcoming, personable etc. For those that have a fear of seeing the dentist, I can assure you that you'll be in extremely good hands with these guys. So thorough, understanding - you honestly couldn't ask for more!
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Sarah Meijer
11:58 12 Oct 20
                                I have recently attended this practice for veneer restoration after one broke.  I was given an emergency appointment, temporary composite and a dental plan was set out for me with two choices.  Excellent service from start to finish and I would highly recommend.
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Leoni Boyce
22:17 27 Aug 20
                                Just had my first appointment for my Enlighten teeth whitening.  As soon as I walked in everyone was so welcoming and friendly, everything was explained to me before my scans and they made sure I was happy to proceed. Special thank you to Kelly for being so accommodating and answering every single question I had.
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John Burrows
19:15 27 Aug 20
                                Having spent fifty plus years visiting numerous NHS dentists, the only thing I’ve ever had issue with is the anaesthetic injections, especially in the front of the gums. I have just had a front tooth filled and didn’t even feel the needle going in, unbelievable! The explanation of the method of administering makes perfect sense. These people know what they are doing and take care and pride in what they do. I would even go as far as saying I actually enjoyed my treatment.
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We love our patients


"I can not recommend this practice enough, great service, friendly and efficient staff, clean and…
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Claire Keulemans

Read More
We love our patients


"I was dreading my hygiene appointment with Victoria, I have had my teeth cleaned elsewhere…
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Hayley Draper
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We love our patients
Six Month Smiles in Kent

"Before I had the Six Month Smiles treatment I Before I had the Six Month…
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A. Hill
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We love our patients
Six Month Smiles in Kent

"I was very self conscious about my teeth, I had no confidence at all because…
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Mr S. Cushion
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We love our patients
 Six Month Smiles in Kent

"I am absolutely delighted with the results of my Six Month Smiles treatment.I have always…
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A. Brown
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We love our patients
Crowns in Kent

"Full Ceramic Crown – Well!  What can I say – the most amazing tooth…
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J. Wood
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We love our patients
Six Month Smiles in Kent

"I have just finished my treatment of Six Month Smiles. I was nervous before treatment…
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Kayleigh
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We love our patients
Veneers in Kent

"I came to Staplehurst Dental Practice and saw Dr. Jan. Within 10 days I had…
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D. Stanton
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We love our patients
Six Month Smiles in Kent

"Dear Jan, Victoria and all the team at Staplehurst Dental. Just a little note to…
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Jess Green

Read More
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A straight smile to be proud of
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All your dental needs cared for
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Treat yourself to that perfect smile
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4 Station Road, Staplehurst, Kent, TN12 0QE


Call us on: 01580 848 171
Contact Us
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At Staplehurst Dental we are taking this pandemic seriously and are ensuring your health and safety comes first.
Following the recent announcement by the Prime Minister, we would like to reassure you that we will be remaining open unless instructed otherwise by our governing bodies.
The safety of our patients and staff is very important to us and along with all the correct PPE and universal infection control protocols in place, we will be able to continue with all planned appointments.
As per the Prime Ministers announcement, we too would recommend that you avoid cancelling or delaying any essential/planned treatments, in case this leads to future complications for your health.
If you require any of our services, please do get in touch, as we are here to help you.
We would like to thank you for your continued support and patience during this time, and hope you all remain safe!
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